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The consortium formed by 4 organizations led by the Romanian organization Asociatia

TEAM4Excellence; Co-Labory from Italy, FundacjaInstytut Badan IinnowacjiwEdukacji (INBIE) from

Poland Governorship of Istanbul from Türkiye has been cooperating for the implementation of the

European co-funded project Entrepreneurial Mindset.

This project idea mainly focused on encouraging the entrepreneurship concept for young people in

Europe. The partners of the EnMind Project engaged in developing a toolkit and a MOOC on social

entrepreneurship. These new tools and skills support youth workers and young people for the concept

of social entrepreneurship.

Learning, Teaching, Training Activities: 27-29 June 2022

Short Term Joint Staff Training Events were completed in İstanbul

As EnMind project consortium, we are proud to announce that we held the Learning, Teaching and

Training Activities in Istanbul, Türkiye on 27-29 June 2022 at the premises of Governorship of Istanbul.

Two representatives from TEAM4Excellence (Romania), INBIE (Poland), CO-Labory (Italy) and

Governorship of Istanbul (Türkiye) participated in the activities. The main goals were to:

● build the capacity of the users

● prepare them to use the elaborated project outputs at local, regional, national and EU levels.

● train and guide them on the usage of the project ‘’Toolkit on social entrepreneurship’’, ‘’MOOC

on social entrepreneurship and the ‘’EnMind Platform’’

● support the users of the EnMind project during the delivery of the project outputs during the

piloting phases, through training and mentoring.

● monitor the impact of the application of the project outputs on other experts in order to make

its application sustainable at the regional level after the project completion.



The three-day Training Activity was coordinated by the Governorship of Istanbul as the Activity Leader

along with the support of the rest of the partners. During their learning experience, participants from

each partner organization tested the project outputs.

The training activity was an interactive experience for the participants. For the theoretical part of the

training activity, T4E guided participants to use the IO1 Toolkit on social entrepreneurship and for the

practical part of the activity, INBIE used IO2 “MOOC on social entrepreneurship” to train, guide and

evaluate the learning outcomes of the participants.

On the second and third days of the training activity, there were workshops for the participants.

Co-Labory conducted the first workshop about theoretical aspects of social entrepreneurship and

practical activity: Speak Up Your Entrepreneurial Idea! The second workshop was conducted by INBIE

about theoretical aspects of How to create the perfect Elevator Pitch and practical activity: Pitch your

start-up. All participants were very interested in the workshops and they supported the activities with

their feedback.

On the last day of the training activity, T4E shared a workshop named Create a Business Model Canvas

about theoretical aspects of defining a business model and practical activity. For the Deployment

Process of the Activity Results; GOI shared a presentation about Skills and competencies for trainers and

Youth workers to encourage social entrepreneurship. At the end of day 3, training activity participants

received their Youthpass certificates.

What’s next?

The next transnational Project meeting of the Project will be held in Romania on the 4th of August 2022.

For the final meeting, the project partners plan to finalise the project outputs and have an overall

assessment of the project status.


